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Python Advance Course
via Astronomy street

Advance Course Outline:

● Lesson 1: Python basics (T + P)

● Lesson 2: Python with Numpy and Matplotlib (T + P)

● Lesson 3: Science and Astronomy modules (Scipy, Pyfits, Pyraf) (T + P)

● Lesson 4: Interfacing with C (P)
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Lesson 2: Python with Numpy and Matplotlib

● Object Oriented (OO) – Definition of objects/classes

● Numpy: creating and manipulation numerical data

● Plotting with Matplotlib



  

Object Oriented Paradigm

Why shall we care about Object Oriented programing???

● Objects are a metaphor that permits a good division of the 
code and abstraction of the reality

● Allow an easy way to implement changes to existing code or 
to add new code without changing/destroying much of what 
was done before.

● Python is based on OO and so are most of the libraries 
available.

● Almost everything in Python is an object (even functions are 
in fact Python objects)



  

Defining Objects/Classes
Simple approach

Class Variables

Instance Methods (self)

Class Methods (static)

Instance Variables

Running this code:



  

OO things to explore
Object built-in functions and Operators Overloading

1. __init__ ( self [,args...] )

Constructor (with any optional arguments) 
Sample Call : obj = className(args)

2. __del__( self )

Destructor, deletes an object. Sample Call : dell 
obj

3. __repr__( self )

Evaluatable string representation. Sample 
Call : repr(obj)

4. __str__( self )

Printable string representation. Sample 
Call : str(obj)

5. __cmp__ ( self, x )

Object comparison. Sample Call: cmp(obj, x)

6. __add__(self, other)

Adding objects: Overloading of + operator. 
Sample Call: obj1 + ob2



  

OO things to explore

OO Keywords to read about:
● Abstraction: The extraction of the key carachteristics of a concept or entity from the real world to allow 

their representation in a computer.

● Encapsulation: The values of the variables inside an object are private, unless methods are written to 
pass that information outside of the object. (Not practicable in Python)

● Inherance: Each subclass inherits all variables and methods of its superclass. (e.g. Animal is a superclass 
of Dog and Cat

● Polymorphism: Each object can behave as a super class object (e.g. Cat and Dog can behave as Animal)

Other interesting OO keywords to explore for complex applications:

– Abstract Classes

– Interfaces



  

Good Practices in Python

● Explicit variable names (no need of a comment to explain what is in 
the variable)

● Style: spaces after commas, around =, etc. A certain number of rules 
for writing “beautiful” code (and, more importantly, using the same 
conventions as everybody else!) are given in the Style Guide for 
Python Code and the Docstring Conventions page (to manage help 
strings).

● Except some rare cases, variable names and comments in English.

● Good identation (forced in Python)



  

Why Python?
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